
 

 

AddUp Adds Constellium's Aheadd CP1 Aluminum Alloy to its Material 
Por�olio 
 
CINCINNATI, OH – August 7, 2023 – Constellium's Aheadd CP1 alloy can now be used on AddUp 
FormUp® 350 machines. This aluminum alloy is specially developed for the needs of addi�ve 
manufacturing and it is an interes�ng alterna�ve to tradi�onal grades such as AS7 or AS10, with higher 
produc�vity and beter performance for heat dissipa�on applica�ons. 
 
AddUp qualified a new aluminum alloy  Aheadd CP for FormUp 350 machines. This alloy was developed 
by Constellium and was designed for the needs of addi�ve manufacturing by laser powder-bed fusion (L-
PBF) specifically for high-performance and lightweight applica�ons.  
 
The current AM market is dominated by AS7 and AS10 grades (alloys of aluminum, silicon and 
magnesium, originally created for the foundry industry). Constellium offers an aluminum-iron-zirconium 
alloy with higher solderability which makes it possible to increase laser power and scan speed and 
therefore to improve produc�vity. The gains can range depending on the type of part to be printed, and 
more could be achieved in the next years. 
 
Above all, with Constellium alloy, post-build opera�ons are simplified. “To obtain the best mechanical 
properties using AS7 and AS10 grades, several long and expensive post-build treatments must be carried 
out, such as hot isostatic pressing and, solution and aging Etc,” explains Frédéric Sar, Materials Officer at 
AddUp. “With Aheadd CP1, very similar material properties can be achieved with a simple heat 
treatment at 400°C.” Saving �me and money on these post-prin�ng opera�ons, which represent up to 
40 to 50% of the cost of L-PBF parts, can make a difference in the profitability of an applica�on. 
 
In detail, the mechanical proper�es of parts made by AddUp from Aheadd CP1 (par�cle size 20-63 µm) 
are close to those of AS7 in terms of hardness, at least equivalent in fa�gue resistance and higher in 
duc�lity. These parts are also compa�ble with anodizing treatments to improve corrosion resistance. 
 
Improved Thermal Conduc�vity 
Higher thermal conduc�vity of Aheadd CP1 compared to tradi�onal aluminum alloys makes 
Constellium’s alloy a beter candidate for all heat exchanger applica�ons. This alloy is stable up to 250°C 
without degrading its microstructure. Therefore the parts made out of this material can be used at 
higher temperatures compared to  AS7, which paves the way for lightweight applica�ons for the 
aerospace industry.  
 



 

 

All these characteris�cs make Aheadd CP1 a poten�al alterna�ve to AS7 and AS10 alloys for 3D prin�ng. 
This material was recently approved in the field of motorsports. Combining this material with 
performance of the AddUp FormUp 350 machine, increases the produc�vity without compromising the 
part quality. This material could quickly gain significant interest in many other industrial sectors, 
including aeronau�cs and aerospace. 
 
About AddUp: 
AddUp, a joint venture created by Michelin and Fives, is a global metal addi�ve manufacturing OEM 
offering mul�-technology produc�on systems, including the FormUp® range of robust and open-
architecture Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) machines, as well as the BeAM Modulo and Magic lines of 
industrial Directed Energy Deposi�on (DED) machines. The combina�on of these processes allows 
AddUp customers the flexibility to choose the technology best suited for their specific applica�on while 
also offering a unique ability to meet technical challenges, such as manufacturing parts combining these 
complementary technologies. 
 
AddUp’s FormUp 350 PBF range is modular and scalable to provide the highest produc�vity while 
ensuring user safety. The DED machines are designed for industrial produc�on and equipped with in-
house designed and developed nozzles to provide maximum precision and very high produc�vity. To 
provide customers with a true Industry 4.0 solu�on, AddUp also provides a complete monitoring 
solu�on providing quality assurances a�er each and every build.  
 
AddUp is headquartered in Cébazat, France, with a North American subsidiary based out of Cincinna�, 
Ohio and a German subsidiary based in Aachen, Germany. In addi�on to the machine design and 
manufacturing, the AddUp group also offers part produc�on, POC produc�on, metal AM consul�ng 
services, AM training, and design for AM, making AddUp your one-stop for metal AM. To learn more 
visit: www.addupsolu�ons.com  
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